
Cully Association of Neighbors
Transportation & Land Use Committee Meeting Minutes - DRAFT

Online Meeting June 15, 2021, 7-9pm

Agenda

Welcome:

Background of project

Update on status

Welcome:
David Sweet, CAN board member-at-large, CAN Transportation & Land Use Committee chair,
CAN members on Exploration Leadership Committee (ELC)

Background on Cully TIF, began after 2015/2016 presentations dealing with displacement and
gentrification in Cully, led to adoption of Cully Inclusive Policy, unanimously adopted at general
meeting in April 2016, CAN voted to join 6 other placed based orgs, committed to [exploring a
community-led TIF]  over 2.5-3 years ago

Cameron Herrington, Program mManager for Living Cully coalition (4 community development
nonprofits focused in Cully: Habitat, Hacienda, Naya, Verde)

- Other organizations representing community-led TIF in Cully: CAN, CBA, Our 42nd Ave
District

- Specific individuals
- Annette Pronk, CAN board member, board of Verde, on ELC representing Habitat

for Humanity
- Edy Martinez, District Mgr, Our 42nd, NPD
- Dana, Prosper Portland, Program Manager
- Robert Smith, Proj Mgr, Prosper Portland
- Kevin Guillen, new team member, Prosper Portland
- Maria Grzanka, CAN board member
- Talia Kahn-Kravis, CAN board member, on ELC representing CAN

Background of project
Cully

- Most diverse neighborhood, in large part because long been an affordable place to live
- clear and imminent threat of displacement, rents, and customers

Is this a problem we should do something about?
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- 7 orgs said yes

2018 - 7 groups wrote a letter to Prosper Portland, agency responsible for using TIF (tax
increment financing) to be used with purpose of preventing gentrification

Questions:
Chris - is displacement primarily to renters?
Yes, gentrification causes increase in rent
Also drives up prices of owner-occupied homes
Cully cannot afford to sell their home

Kathy - do you have data showing percentage of displacement from 2018 till now?
Where are you getting information from?
More concrete numbers with new census data, numbers come from what is happening in
real estate and rental market, what happened at Normandy, difficult to trace to specific
households, no datasets tracking where people live, have to use proxy

Action item: compile data to prove displacement is happening

Can TIF be established in Cully?
Est area where lower-income can stay in their homes
Bank account for a neighborhood
City of portland has 15 districts
Allowed up to 15% of land area in tif districts
Currently ~13%
Geographic boundary
Portion of property taxes reserved for specific investments only in that district

- No new tax
- Set aside, TIF bank account
- Spend only in that neighborhood
- Only capital investments, stick ands bricks, buy land, build, repair, infrastructure
- Cannot be used for social services

Have to= state law
Financing tool also, can take out loans

Questions:
Kelly - What controls will the project have to ensure that the TIF funds are spent in the
district?
One of the two sources on the Prosper Portland Wikipedia entry is: "Foes suggest
Portland Development Commission plan is illegal. Real estate interests threaten a plan
to spend $50 million in Pearl revenues on urban projects outside the district".

Chris - could we pave roads and build sidewalks?
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Yes

TIF districts historically notorious for gentrification, [7 orgs ask Prosper Portland] - will you
support us exploring how to do this a different way? Goal is to not increase property values,
Not to pay for basic govt services that we expect govt to provide, not a pass for parks bureau or
PBOT

Questions:
Chris - could we build school buildings?

Yes

Liz - Is there a planned percentage split between anti displacement and supporting new
businesses to enhance life for residents?

- Defined anti-displacement about housing and economic opportunity, not an either
or, no decision made at this point, no dollar amount decided

- 100% explicitly designed to benefit community members vulnerable to
displacement, includes housing and economic development

- No planned split %
- City-wide minimum that at least 45% of tif must be used for housing

Zach - Can you please describe Prosper Portland’s planned involvement? This project
sounds great, but I can’t think of an organization in the city that has less credibility on
displacement and rising property values than Prosper Portland.

- Surprised by collaboration with that bureau
- Encouraged
- Haven’t spent any money yet
- Bureau’s buy-in to community vision

Update on status
Last 9 months, [group working on] what it pays for, and how it's governed?
Earlier this year, feb through april, first round of community engagement, series of focus groups,
and survey
Last week 7 org coalition, agreed to adopt preliminary draft report

- Sets us up to go back to community
- To prioritize funds
- Develop formal tif district plan
- To present to city for consideration in september
- Will be considered by 3 different divisions: prosper portland board of directors, planning

and sustainably commission, city council
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- If adopted before the end of the year, would go into effect jul1 2022, small bit of taxes

would go into cully tif bank account

Questions:
Chris - Not many vietnamese in any focus groups, why?

- No dedicated focus group for vietnamese speakers

Roxy - Is there a mechanism to end the TIF if it is found that it is not meeting the goals
and objectives?

- Willamette industrial and education district closed down before term, yes think
that would take council action

Kathy - Would there be an opportunity for the community to see the Phase 2 or final
product before it goes to the City?

- Yes, talking about dates in late August and early September for a meeting

3 pieces to TIF
- District boundaries
- Categories of funds
- Governance
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Yellow proposed area, green/blue under consideration, white line official Cully neighborhood
boundary

Questions:
Chris - for the blight condition you want do you need the industrial area?

- Businesses along that stretch are also interested parties in not being displaced
and leverage investment to create, not so much on blight side

Kathy - Why does the boundary extend to 34th and Killingsworth and does the boundary
include both sides of the street?

- Multi-dwelling zoning, priority, adjacent

Chris - is there a limit of how much acreage we can use?
- [there is a ] cap
- does boundary generate kind of investment [to meet] community priorities?
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- Some property owners don't pay property tax, non-contributing potential

investment, like schools, nonprofit development, cemetery, parks, etc
- They don’t pay in so don’t use acreage by including them
- Workshop on boundary 2 weeks from tonight

Questions:
Chris - Could we buy older houses for people to buy

- Land trust model, benefits not just first generation owner

Zach - How large is the scale of projects we could realistically fund with TIF? Could we
theoretically build a large multi-family development or something like that?

- Cully core, Yellow = $100M revenue generated over 20 years
- Entire area ~$130M revenue
- Paying for projects depends on how much interest you have to pay, admin costs,

reserves required to maintain

Virginia - How is “affordable” being defined in the context of this initiative?
- Topic of upcoming workshop

Bruce - It seems like a challenge to keep any housing affordable if it goes into private
ownership unless it is a non-profit or perhaps a land trust that has as its mission to
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provide "affordable housing in perpetuity." I do not see how supporting ownership of
housing by residents ensures that it will remain affordable.

- Community land trust regulates price of home after first buyer

- Identified by people currently experiencing houselessness in Cully neighborhood

Questions:
Chris Browne:

- Is hiring preference legal?
- Don’t know, need to find out
- Even if not, possibility to attach other requirements for receiving funds
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Virginia - Any improvements to the area will inevitably raise property values to some
extent, which is fine and should be acknowledged. To say there will be no increases
(because there could be increases due to other factors that get attributed to this initative)
may leave folks feeling burned. Seems important to be realistic and transparent about
this.

- If we make no investments values will still go up
- Purpose is to create stability and opportunity for folks that would be harmed by

status quo

Kathy - How does training and support fall into the sticks and bricks category.
- Not eligible for TIF funds
- But could use TIF-eligible tied to offering jobs and support

Rachel - Would there be exclusive access to funds for locally-owned businesses?
- Everything has to be located in the boundaries in of the district
- Don’t know what is allowed as far as owners outside of the district?

- Dana said loan officer said it might now be allowed to exclude, but we can
have prioritization

Michael - Do you know what the annual movement of residents in and out of the
neighborhood is? Do you intend to change that?

- Can't track specifically, but we know people are being displaced
- Can track demographics and POC %gae and lower income %age, can

extrapolate from that

Chris - could we require all housing on main streets to include commercial?
- More a question about zoning
- No main street designations in cully
- Otherwise zoning would dictate what can or can’t be built
- Could be decided to give funding to projects that include commercial spaces
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- Some could be paid for with TIF
- Some may be come advocacy for other TIF

Questions:
Isha - Could CBA and Our42nd Ave be funded after their expiration date?

- Due to sunset 7/1/2022
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- Tif funds to build things
- Still need to find funds to pay to operate facilities
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- Workshop 3 weeks from tonight on July 6

Questions:
Chris - How do we make sure that the committee is not overpowered by large
development companies who can finance lobbyists that funnel projects to those
companies?
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- Agreed so far that committee will represent cully community members vulnerable

to displacement
- Still determining structure and roles of governance committee

3 workshops coming up
- Maps
- Investments
- Governance

Cullycommunityled.org

Will also send out to people who want to get involved list

Questions:
Lynn - what are the mechanisms to balance housing and economic development (jobs,
businesses…)?

- Working towards developing a draft
- Community-led development district

Attendees (as named on Zoom): David Sweet, Maria Grzanka, Annette Pronbk, Cameron
Herrington, Kathy, Liz Hanna, Talia Kahn-Kravis, Josh Heumann, Chris Browne, Dana, Rachel
Walsh, Isha Leinow, Camille Aspittle, Sarah Crawford, Edy Martinez, Robert Smith, Lou Chain,
Kelly Powers, Kevin Guillen, Virginia Vickery, Lynn Barlow, Adrian Anderson, Kelly Powers, Phill
Colombo, Roxy Nayar
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Meeting Minutes recorded by Maria Grzanka, CAN Secretary.

Active Committee Chairs
- Cully Air Action Team: Gregory Sotir
- Transportation and Land Use: David Sweet
- Tree Team: Bruce Nelson
- CAN email list: Gregory Sotir
- CAN website: Chris Browne
- CNN Representative: Michael Morrissey
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